Figures of supporting information

Figure Captions
Figure S1. The potential energy surface scans of χ torsion for four canonical nucleosides Figure S2 . Conformational distributions of canonical ribo-nucleosides. The simulations using CGenFF (CG36) were compared with the same molecule using NA36. Figure S3 . Conformational distributions of canonical deoxyribo-nucleosides. The simulations using CGenFF (CG36) were compared with the same molecule using NA36. Figure S4 . Structural destabilization and stabilization related to the geometry of base stacking, caused by H2U (D) and PSU (Ψ) in trinucleotides 5'-ApDpA-3' and 5'-ApΨpA-3' compared with 5'-ApUpA-3'. From left to right the first three columns are geometric descriptors for base stacking: i.e. 1) distance between N1/N9; 2) pseudo torsion of the in-plane axes of two bases; 3) angle between normal vectors of two bases (see 'Conformational definitions and analyses' in main text), and the fourth column is pseudorotation of sugar pucker. From top to bottom the three rows of 1 st -3 rd columns are base-base geometries between 1) 5' base and middle base, 2) middle base and 3' base and 3) 5' base and 3' base, and of 4 th column are puckers of 5' nucleoside, middle nucleoside and 3' nucleoside. Color scheme is: ApUpA in black, ApDpA in red and ApΨpA in green.
